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WHERE CAN WE LOOK?
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mass/energy
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The Priority Research Directions, in no particular order, are: 
 
 
PRD 1: Create and detect dark matter particles below the proton mass and associated forces, 
leveraging DOE accelerators that produce beams of energetic particles. 
 

 
 
Interactions of energetic particles recreate the conditions of dark matter production in the early 
universe.  Small experiments using established technology can detect dark matter production with 
sufficient sensitivity to test compelling explanations for the origin of dark matter and explore the nature 
of its interactions with ordinary matter.  These experiments draw on the unique capabilities of multiple 
DOE accelerators (Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility, Linac Coherent Light Source-
II, Spallation Neutron Source, Los Alamos Neutron Science Center, and the Fermilab complex) to enable 
transformative new science without disrupting their existing programs. 
 
 
PRD 2: Detect individual galactic dark matter particles below the proton mass through 
interactions with advanced, ultra-sensitive detectors. 
 

 
 
Galactic dark matter passes through the earth undetected every second.  Recent advances in particle 
theory highlight new compelling paradigms for the origin of dark matter and its 
detection.  Revolutionary technological advances now allow us to discover individual dark matter 
particles with a mass ranging from the proton mass to twelve orders of magnitude below, through their 
interactions with electrons and nucleons in advanced detectors.  New small projects leveraging these 
theoretical and technological advances are needed and can be carried out by using DOE personnel, 
laboratories, and infrastructure, especially the underground infrastructure already built using DOE 
support. 
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SIMPLEST CASE: PORTALS
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• Single mediator couples to SM via renormalizable portal
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• Portal models give straightforward, predictive phenomenology
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• See next talk by S. Robertson!
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Future experimental landscape

Several experiments and proposals not considered in the PBC activity will search
for dark photons when decays to visible final states using di�erent types of beams and
experimental techniques. The projections of their sensitivity in the near future are shown
in Figure 18. The status of these projects is briefly reported in the following.

Figure 18: Future upper limits at 90 % CL for dark photond in visible decays in the plane
mixing strength ‘ versus mass mAÕ from experiments and proposals not related to the PBC
activity.

- Belle-II @ KEK: will search for visible Dark Photon decays AÕ
æ e+e≠, µ+µ≠ where

AÕ is produced in the process e+e≠
æ AÕ“. Projections are based on 50 ab≠1. Timeline:

data taking started in 2018, expected about 50 ab≠1 by 2025. Ref. [199].

- LHCb @ CERN: LHCb will search for dark photon in visible final states both using
the inclusive di-muon production [200] and the Dú0

æ D0e+e≠ decays [201]. The
D0ú search will cover dark photon masses from the di-electron mass threshold up to
1.9 GeV. The Dú0 search requires the upgrade of the current LHCb trigger system,
currently scheduled during 2019-2020. The projections are based on 15 fb≠1, 3 years
data taking with 5 fb≠1/year with an upgraded detector after Long Shutdown 2.

- HPS @ JLAB: electron beam-dump at CEBAF electron beam (2.2-6.6 GeV, up to
500 nA), search for visible (AÕ

æ e+e≠) dark photon (prompt and displaced) decays
produced via bremsstrahlung production in a thin W target.

The experiment makes use of the 200 nA electron beam available in Hall-B at Je�erson
Lab. Over the 180 PAC-days 19 granted, HPS collected data for 1.7 PAC-days in 2015
(engineering run) at 1.06 GeV beam energy and 5.4 PAC-days for a physics run in 2016

19 1 PAC-day = 2 calendar days.

– 80 –

Vector portal

Physics Beyond Colliders: J Beacham et al., arXiv:1901.09966

Figure 26: BC4: Dark scalar mixing with the Higgs. Current limits (filled areas) and
experimental landscape (solid and dotted curves) for searches for dark scalar in the plane
coupling strength (sin2 ◊) versus dark scalar mass mS .

- Supernovae
A light, weakly coupled scalar mediator can be produced on shell during a supernova
(SN) explosion and significantly contribute to its energy loss, thereby shortening the
duration of the observable neutrino pulse emitted during core collapse. The most
significant constraint arises from SN1987a which has been used to constrain the
parameter space for axions and axion-like particles [246–249].

Searches in the near (≥ 5 years) future will be performed by: SeaQuest at FNAL [102],
using the same dataset for the search for a Dark Photon into e+e≠ final state as explained
in Section 9.1; LHCb, that will update the bump hunt in B æ K¸+¸≠ decays with an
integrated luminosity of ≥ 15 fb≠1 which is expected to be collected during Run 3. NA62
in kaon-mode will be able to explore the mass range below the kaon mass, as a side product
of the measurement at O(10%) accuracy of the rare decay K+

æ fi+‹‹, by interpreting it
as K+

æ fi+S. The NA62 search should be able to push down the limit currently set by
the E949 experiment by, at least, an order of magnitude, even if o�cial projections have
not yet been made by the collaboration.

Physics reach of PBC projects on 5 and 10-15 year timescale

Figure 27 shows the sensitivity of FASER during its first phase of data taking during
Run 3, and NA62++ in dump mode with 1018pot collected in about 100 days of data taking
during Run 3. These results could be obtained on a ≥ 5 year timescale. NA62++ in dump
mode should be able to improve the limit between the di-muon mass and ≥ 1 GeV range
and will compete with SeaQuest in the same timescale; FASER, in its first phase, is instead
not competitive.

– 94 –
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• Expected improvements 
from Belle II and LHCb
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• Many planned or proposed new experiments, especially to take 
advantage of long lifetime of hidden particles

The SHiP experiment incorporates two complementary apparatuses. The first detector
immediately downstream of the muon shield consists of an emulsion based spectrometer
optimised for recoil signatures of hidden sector particles and · neutrino physics. The
second detector system aims at measuring the decays of Hidden Sector particles to fully
reconstructible final states as well as partially reconstructible final states that involve
neutrinos. The spectrometer is designed to accurately reconstruct the decay vertex, the
mass, and the impact parameter of the hidden particle trajectory at the proton target. A
set of calorimeters and muon stations provide particle identification. A dedicated timing
detector with ≥100 ps resolution provides a measure of coincidence in order to reject
combinatorial backgrounds. The decay volume is surrounded by background taggers to
tag neutrino and muon interactions in the vacuum vessel walls and in the surrounding
infrastructure.

A schematic of the detector layout is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Layout of the SHiP detector.

Beam requirements, beam time, timeline
The BDF facility is described in a separate report 7. It consists of a 400 GeV momentum
primary proton beam line slowly extracted from the SPS in spills 1 sec long. It is able to
provide up to 4.0 ◊ 1013 protons per cycle, 7.2 sec long. The SHiP operational scenario
is based on a similar fraction of beam time as the past CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso
(CNGS) program. In the baseline scenario, the beam sharing delivers an annual yield of
4 ◊ 1019 protons to the SHiP experimental facility and a total of 1019 to the other physics
programs at the CERN North Area, while respecting the beam delivery required by the
LHC and HL-LHC. The physics sensitivities are based on acquiring a total of 2 ◊ 1020

protons on target, which may thus be achieved in five years of nominal operation.

CERN’s North Area has a large space next to the SPS beam transfer lines which is
largely free of structures and underground galleries, and is entirely located on the current
CERN territory. The proposed implementation is based on minimal modification to the

7Beam Dump Facility Report in preparation for the ESPP

– 39 –
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Figure 10: Layout of the LHCb experimental cavern UX85 at point 8 of the LHC [113],
overlaid with the proposed CODEX-b location.

veto is located several metres within the shield to avoid a prohibitively large veto rate from
charged primaries.

Open questions, feasibility studies
For CODEX-b to have the desired sensitivity, the LHCb high luminosity upgrade should be
approved and an additional passive shield must be installed, as discussed above. One of
the concerns related to this project is related to the approval of the LHCb high-luminosity
upgrade which is still pending. The group behind the CODEX-b proposal will require
additional funds and person-power, in order to further develop and eventually integrate
this additional large sub-detector into the LHCb framework.

The CODEX-b detector geometry has been integrated into the LHCb simulation, with
the help of the LHCb simulation team. This allows for a full simulation of collisions in IP8,
including both the particles passing through the LHCb and CODEX-b detector volumes,
and allows both realistic tracking studies to be performed and for studies of correlations
between signals in CODEX-b and activity in LHCb. A baseline reconstruction algorithm is
being worked on, and a detailed report on the baseline geometry performance is foreseen
for end of 2018.

In parallel, a two-scintillator setup has been used to perform a measurement of back-
grounds in the DELPHI cavern during nominal LHC collisions at IP8. Measurements were
taken at various points along the nominal CODEX-b geometry, and work is ongoing to
relate these to the GEANT background estimates in the CODEX-b paper.

This data-driven background estimate is expected to be ready on a similar timescale
to the nominal geometry performance report. As a consequence, the assumption of zero-
background based on preliminary GEANT4 simulations and assumed in the compilation of

– 50 –

Physics Beyond Colliders: J Beacham et al., arXiv:1901.09966



Figure 28: BC4: prospects on 10-15 year timescale for PBC projects for the Dark Scalar
mixing with the Higgs in the plane mixing angle sin2 ◊ versus dark scalar mass mS.

Figure 29: BC5: prospects on 10-15 year timescale for PBC projects for the dark scalar
mixing with the Higgs in the plane mixing angle sin2 ◊ versus dark scalar mass mS under
the hypothesis that both parameters ⁄ and µ are di�erent from zero. The sensitivity curves
have been obtained assuming BR(h æ SS) = 10≠2. The NA62++ and KLEVER curves
correspond still to the case of ⁄ = 0, and, hence, should be considered conservative.

– 96 –

Figure 19: PBC projects on ≥ 5 year timescale: upper limits at 90 % CL for Dark Photon
in visible decays in the plane mixing strength ‘ versus mass mAÕ . The vertical red line
shows the allowed range of e ≠ X couplings of a new gauge boson X coupled to electrons
that could explain the 8Be anomaly [70, 71].

competing with SeaQuest, LHCb, HPS, and others as shown in Figure 18. MATHUSLA200
in this scenario is instead not competitive, mostly due to the fact that the Dark Photon is
produced forward.

Figure 20: Future upper limits at 90 % CL for Dark Photon in visible decays in the plane
mixing strength ‘ versus mass mAÕ for PBC projects on a ≥ 10-15 year timescale. The
vertical red line shows the allowed range of e≠X couplings of a new gauge boson X coupled
to electrons that could explain the 8Be anomaly [70, 71].
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PORTALS: FUTURE POTENTIAL
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Physics Beyond Colliders: J Beacham et al., arXiv:1901.09966
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Vector portal

!12

Scalar portal

• Improvements in coverage 
based on PBC proposal

• FASER experiment 
approved & funded for 
installation in LHC LS2!
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HIDDEN SM STATES
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• Standard Model particle that has not yet been discovered! True 
muonium (in spin-1 state) kinetically mixes with photon
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• Due to displacement & known 
mass/coupling, can be discovered 
using upgraded triggerless readout 
at LHCb (15/fb)

X. Cid Vidal, P. Ilten, J. Plews, BS, Y. Soreq, arXiv:1904.08458
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e+e�) ⇡ 98%, while the sub-dominant decay mode has
BR(TM ! 3�) ⇡ 1.7% . The TM lifetime at leading
order is

⌧TM ⇡ 6

↵5mµ
⇡ 1.8 ⇥ 10�12 sec . (4)

Given the expected boost of TM within LHCb and the
relatively long proper lifetime of 0.53mm, the decay of
TM into e+e� within LHCb will typically produce a re-
solvable displaced vertex. Higher order predictions of
the mass and lifetime than those derived here are avail-
able [21, 23]; however, it is unlikely that LHCb will be
sensitive to these higher order corrections.

III. DISSOCIATION OF TRUE MUONIUM

Because TM is a bound state rather than an ele-
mentary particle, there are some significant di↵erences
between TM and dark photon phenomenology. Most
importantly, TM can disassociate when the constituent
muons of the bound state interact with the detector ma-
terial, resulting in a separated µ+ and µ� with an invari-
ant mass near the mass of TM, mTM.

The TM disassociation cross section is estimated to
be [24, 25] �TM!µµ ⇡ 13Z2 b , where Z is the atomic
number of the material inducing the dissociation. The
bulk of the material traversed by TM within LHCb prior
to its decay is the aluminum RF-foil and the silicon ver-
tex locator (VELO) sensors. Since both aluminum and
silicon have similar Z and number densities, the mean
free path for TM traversing the material of the detector
is,

��1 = �TM!µµna ⇡ 13mm�1 , (5)

where the number density is na ⇡ 6.0 (5.0) ⇥
1019 atoms/mm3 [26] and Z = 13 (14) for alu-
minum (silicon). Thus, the probability of TM dissoci-
ating is given by

Pdis = 1 � e�x/� , (6)

where x is the distance of the material traversed. The
RF-foil has a nominal width of 0.25mm and the VELO
sensors a nominal width of 0.2mm. Consequently, every
encounter of TM with material in the VELO results in
a minimum dissociation probability of Pdis & 90%.

Given the expected material budget of the LHCb de-
tector during Run 3 [27], the boost distribution for TM
produced within LHCb acceptance, and Pdis, roughly
half of the TM produced is expected to dissociate with-
out decaying into an e+e� final state. The radial flight
distance distribution of the TM which does decay into
e+e�, is compared to the expected e+e� background
in Fig. 1. On average, TM has a higher boost than
the background, resulting in a flatter distribution that
is abruptly truncated by dissociation.
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FIG. 1: Normalized radial flight distance distributions for the
TM ! e+e� signal (blue solid) with dissociation, (blue dot-
ted) without dissociation, and (red dashed) the e+e� back-
ground from B-hadron decays.

This dissociation gives rise to a signal of µ+µ� origi-
nating from the regions of high material density at LHCb.
While nearly half of the TM produced is a considerable
fraction of the total signal, the dissociated µ+µ� signal is
di�cult to reconstruct and su↵ers from large irreducible
backgrounds. The two muons will be nearly collinear
and will typically share hits within the VELO, resulting
in poorly defined tracks. Additionally, since the disso-
ciation occurs in material, the conversion background of
� ! µ+µ� can no longer be eliminated with a material
veto without eliminating the signal itself. Therefore, for
the remainder of the paper we focus on the 50% of signal
events which decay via TM ! e+e�.

IV. PROPOSED LHCB SEARCH

We propose searching for TM as a displaced e+e�

resonance. Since TM behaves like a dark photon, the
signal rate can be calculated directly from the o↵-shell
photon rate as given by the prompt e+e� spectrum
data [14, 28, 29]. For any initial (Y ) and final (X) states,
the ratio between the number of Y ! X TM ! X e+e�

events, STM, and the number of prompt e+e� events,
Y ! X�⇤ ! Xe+e�, BEM, is fixed. For the e+e� in-
variant mass within the range of |mee � mTM| < 2�mee ,
where �mee is the e+e� invariant mass resolution, this
ratio is given by

STM
BEM

⇡ 3⇡

16

mµ

�mee

↵3 ⇡ 20MeV

�mee

1.2 ⇥ 10�6 . (7)

The dominant source of o↵-shell photons in the mass
range mTM ⇡ 211 MeV is from ⌘ ! ��⇤ decays.
We therefore focus on searching for TM produced from
⌘ ! � TM decays with a TM ! e+e� final state. The
signal can be fully normalized by the data using the pro-
cedure outlined above. The ratio of Eq. (7) must be

radial TM decay position (mm)   pr
ob

ab
ili

ty
 o

f d
ec

ay

(also potentially RedTop, HPS: Ji, Lamm, 1810.00233 
[PRD]; Banburski, Schuster, 1206.3961 [PRD])
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OTHER PORTALS?
• Non-renormalizable portals can have comparable rates if UV 

completion is not far above the weak scale

• Example: the axion portal

• Pseudoscalar can naturally be much lighter than other UV states 
due to approximate global symmetry

a
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• Also can have coupling to 
fermions, but pheno similar to 
scalar portal



Figure 37: BC9: ALPs with photon coupling. Current bounds (filled areas) and prospects
for PBC projects on 5 years timescale (solid lines) in the plane coupling ga““ versus mass
mALP. The results from a phenomenological study for Belle-II [304] is also shown.

Figure 38: BC9: ALPs with photon coupling. Current bounds (filled areas) and prospects
for PBC projects on 10-15 years timescale (solid lines) in the plane coupling ga““ versus
mass mALP. The results from a phenomenological study for Belle-II [304] is also shown.
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AXION PORTAL: PHOTON
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• ALP produced via photon fusion or in 
association with real photon

• Improvement expected with 
first Belle II data!

• See talk on Thurs. by C. 
Hearty

see also B. Döbrich et al., 1512.03069 [JHEP]; 
D. Aloni et al., 1903.03586,…

Physics Beyond Colliders: J Beacham et al., arXiv:1901.09966

Dolan et al., 1709.00009 [JHEP]
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity of proposed searches in the ALP param-
eter space assuming the ALP decays primarily to two pho-
tons. We show the reach of our proposed B ! Ka (dashed
lines) and B ! K⇤a searches (dot-dashed lines), for sensitiv-
ity to branching ratios of 10�6 and 10�8. We also derive new
constraints from rare K decays from K+ ! ⇡+a (red) and
KL ! ⇡0a (purple). The dotted red lines indicate the reach
we find from dedicated searches for e+e� ! a� at current
and upcoming B-factories. Existing projections are shown
with dotted lines for a proposed dedicated search in beam-
dump mode at NA62 (gray), and for a recently-proposed
beam-dump experiment, SHiP (gray). Shaded regions indi-
cate current bounds from beam-dump experiments (gray) and
LEP (light blue).

We therefore show in Fig. 2 our projections for ALP

searches in B± ! K±(⇤)
a, a ! �� for two branching

fraction benchmark sensitivities (10�6 and 10�8). We do
not consider ALP masses around the ⇡0, ⌘, and ⌘0 masses,
and we conservatively require that the ALP decay within
L < 30 cm of the collision point to be observable. Cur-
rent BaBar and Belle data, as well as the upcoming Belle
II experiment [61], have the potential to improve sensi-
tivity to the ALP coupling gaW by up to three orders
of magnitude over current constraints, providing a clear
motivation for new ALP searches in rare meson decays.

The ALP can also be produced in decays K ! ⇡a, a !
��, and we derive bounds that are indicated by the
shaded red and purple regions in Fig. 2. We extract
the bounds from existing measurements of the processes
K± ! ⇡±�� and KL ! ⇡0�� that have been carried
out by E949 [62], NA48/2, NA62 [63], and KTeV [64].
For K± ! ⇡±��, we obtain limits for Ma > 100 MeV
using measurements by NA48/2+NA62 of the branching
fraction in bins of M�� [63], requiring that the signal can-
not exceed the central value + 2� in each bin. Taking
into account the kaon beam energy, we further require
that a decay within 10 m of the K± decay vertex so that
its photons are registered in the detector. We use the

E949 search for K± ! ⇡±�� [62] for Ma . 100 MeV,
taking their bound on the partial branching fraction of
2.3⇥10�8 for p⇡ > 213 MeV and requiring that a decays
within 80 cm of the stopped kaon. For the KTeV search
in KL ! ⇡0�� [64], we require that a decay within 1 m
of the primary KL decay (given a detector resolution of
⇡ 0.3 m [65]), apply the provided signal acceptance and
require that the ALP signal not exceed the observed num-
ber of events (+2�) in each M�� bin. We emphasize that
a dedicated sideband resonance search for ALPs in either
channel could improve the sensitivity to K ! ⇡a produc-
tion. Neither search constrains ALP masses around M⇡0 ;
while measurements of KL ! ⇡0⇡0 at KTeV are, in prin-
ciple, sensitive to ALPs around the ⇡0 mass [66], they
are subdominant to existing limits.

In addition to ALP production in meson decays, di-
rect production of ALPs through their couplings to pho-
tons, at either lepton colliders or proton beam-dump fa-
cilities, is a promising possibility. At low-energy lepton
colliders, the reaction e+e� ! �a, a ! �� [33] can give
a diphoton resonance in 3-photon final states. To our
knowledge, such a search has not been carried out at B-
factories. We compute the estimated sensitivity of dedi-
cated searches at BaBar and Belle II to gaW in this final
state (shown in Fig. 2), accounting for the leading-order
3� background. The signal region consists of events with
three photons (E� > 200 MeV, �0.8 < cos ✓� < 0.97,
and �R�� > 0.1) and one photon pair with M�� within
�Ma of ma. The mass resolution �Ma varies from 7 � 70
MeV at BaBar [67] and comparable resolution at Belle
II across the 100 MeV < Ma < 10 GeV range; these val-
ues are consistent with the BaBar M�� resolution at the
⇡0 mass rescaled to higher/lower masses [68]. In addi-
tion to the 3� search mode, we also considered exclusive
e+e� ! e+e�a, a ! �� production [38] and found it
to be subdominant to other channels. At proton fixed-
target experiments, Ref. [36] proposed a dedicated run
in beam-dump mode at NA62, as well as estimated the
prospects for the recently proposed SHiP experiment [69],
and we show their projections for comparison in Fig. 2.

At high-energy lepton colliders, the ALP is highly
boosted and photons from a decay are merged, such
that the signature Z ! �a, a ! �� is constrained by
diphoton searches at LEP [35]. LEP currently gives the
strongest constraints on a over much of the parameter
space we consider, although it can easily be superseded
by searches for a in rare meson decays.

The Invisible ALP: Up to this point, we have assumed
that the ALP is produced and decays through the mini-
mal interaction given in Eq. (2). However, since ALPs are
relatively weakly coupled to SM particles, they are also
excellent candidates for mediators between the SM and
hidden sectors. If the hidden-sector particles are lighter
than a, the ALP can have a large branching fraction to
invisible states. Our results for invisibly decaying ALPs
are summarized in Fig. 3.

Invisible ALP production in rare meson decays can be
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AXION PORTAL: WEAK
• Weak couplings can lead to FCNC 

production of axions

2

di dju/c/t

a

W

FIG. 1. Axion-like particle production in flavor-changing
down-type quark decay, di ! dj + a .

bosons,

L = (@µa)2 � 1

2
M2

aa2 � gaW

4
a W a

µ⌫W̃ aµ⌫ , (2)

where the gaW coupling is the leading term in the EFT
expansion. This situation could arise if all fermions
charged under the PQ symmetry possess only SU(2)W

gauge interactions, although models where a additionally
couples to the hypercharge gauge bosons give qualita-
tively similar results. After electroweak symmetry break-
ing, the coupling gaW generates interactions between a
and W+W�, as well as ZZ, Z�, and �� in ratios given
by the weak mixing angle.

We have computed the contribution of Eq. (2) to the
amplitude for di ! dja depicted in Fig. 1. The result is
replicated by the following e↵ective interaction (assuming
negligible up-quark mass):

Ldi!dj � �gadidj (@µa) d̄j�
µPLdi + h.c., (3)

gadidj ⌘ �3
p

2GFM2
W gaW

16⇡2

X

↵2c,t

V↵iV
⇤
↵jf(M2

↵/M2
W ),

f(x) ⌘ x [1 + x(log x � 1)]

(1 � x)2
,

where GF is the Fermi constant and Vij are the rele-
vant entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix. Note that f(x) ⇡ x for x ⌧ 1 such that the
interaction is proportional to M2

↵/M2
W for M↵ ⌧ MW .

There is an additional contribution to the e↵ective cou-
pling suppressed by factors of the external quark masses
(⇠ M2

di
/M2

W ) that we have neglected to write in Eq. (3).
For flavor-changing couplings, the result is finite

and depends only on the IR value of the e↵ective
coupling gaW : while individual diagrams in Fig. 1 are
UV divergent, the divergences cancel when summed
over intermediate up-type quark flavors. Because the
divergent terms are independent of quark mass, the
unitarity of the CKM matrix requires that they sum
to zero. This is contrast with models possessing a
direct ALP-quark coupling, in which the FCNC rate is
sensitive to the UV completion of the theory [44, 45].

Diphoton Searches for ALPs: We now discuss the
prospects for the sensitivity of current and future probes

to the ALP model in Eq. (2). We divide our discussion
according to the two principal production modes: sec-
ondary ALP production from rare decays of SM mesons,
and primary ALP production at colliders.

ALP production in rare meson decays is, by far, the
most promising new search mode. The quark coupling
in Eq. (3) mediates FCNC decays of heavy-flavor mesons
such as B ! K(⇤)a and K ! ⇡a. To compute the rates
of B-meson decays to pseudoscalar and vector mesons,
we employ the hadronic matrix elements calculated using
light-cone QCD sum rules [50, 51]. For K± ! ⇡±a, we
use the hadronic matrix element resulting from the Con-
served Vector Current hypothesis [52–54] in the flavor-
SU(3) limit assuming small momenta. The matrix ele-
ment for K0 ! ⇡0a is related to that of K± ! ⇡±a by
isospin symmetry, and so the matrix element for the KL

(KS) mass eigenstate is found by taking the imaginary
(real) part of the K± ! ⇡±a matrix element [55]. We
keep only the leading terms from Eq. (3) that are unsup-
pressed by external momenta. The decay rates are:

�(B ! Ka) =
M3

B

64⇡
|gabs|2

✓
1 � M2

K

M2
B

◆2

f2
0 (M2

A) �1/2
Ka ,

�(B ! K⇤a) =
M3

B

64⇡
|gabs|2 A2

0(M
2
a ) �3/2

K⇤a,

�(K+ ! ⇡+a) =
M3

K+

64⇡

✓
1 �

M2
⇡+

M2
K+

◆2

|gasd|2 �1/2
⇡+a,

�(KL ! ⇡0a) =
M3

KL

64⇡

✓
1 �

M2
⇡0

M2
KL

◆2

Im(gasd)
2 �1/2

⇡0a,

where �Ka =
h
1 � (Ma+MK)2

M2
B

i h
1 � (Ma�MK)2

M2
B

i
, along

with analogously defined �K⇤a, and �⇡+,0a. f0(q) and
A0(q) are appropriate form factors from the hadronic
matrix elements, obtained from Refs. [50] and [51], re-
spectively. For the a mass range we study, Ma ⌧ MW ,
the dominant decay mode is a ! ��.

We begin our phenomenological study with the sig-
nature B ! K(⇤)a, a ! ��, which has the best sensi-
tivity to ALPs. While the same rare meson decay with
a ! �� is also predicted in models with pseudoscalars
possessing only direct quark couplings [48], the diphoton
mode is only dominant for ALP masses below the pion
threshold in those scenarios. Moreover, to our knowledge,
no such search has been carried out, nor has the SM
continuum process B ! K(⇤)�� been previously mea-
sured [56]. There are measurements of the processes
B ! K(⇤)⇡0, ⇡0 ! �� at BaBar and Belle [57–60],
which are similar to our proposed ALP searches but are
restricted to M�� ⇠ M⇡0 . These branching ratios are
measured with 2� uncertainties ⇠ 10�6, thus this value
serves as a concrete benchmark for conservatively esti-
mating the sensitivity to B ! K(⇤)a. Since the ALP
searches are a straightforward resonance search, however,
backgrounds can be estimated using sidebands, and we
expect current and future B-factories will have even bet-
ter sensitivity to Br(B ! K(⇤)a).

di u/c/t dj

a
W�

• Channels:                     , B± ! K±a
<latexit sha1_base64="KjJmF3ZyOVEa3zsmGDFzy/IcH7A=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJWkCrosdSO4qWAf0MQymU7aoTOTMDNRSqgbf8WNC0Xc+hfu/BsnbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeIGZUacf5tgpLyyura8X10sbm1vaOvbvXUlEiMWniiEWyEyBFGBWkqalmpBNLgnjASDsYXWZ++55IRSNxq8cx8TkaCBpSjLSRevZB/c6LuSfpYKiRlNEDvM4EiHp22ak4U8BF4uakDHI0evaX149wwonQmCGluq4Taz9FUlPMyKTkJYrECI/QgHQNFYgT5afTDybw2Ch9GEbSlNBwqv6eSBFXaswD08mRHqp5LxP/87qJDi/8lIo40UTg2aIwYVBHMIsD9qkkWLOxIQhLam6FeIgkwtqEVjIhuPMvL5JWteKeVqo3Z+VaPY+jCA7BETgBLjgHNXAFGqAJMHgEz+AVvFlP1ov1bn3MWgtWPrMP/sD6/AENzpag</latexit>

K± ! ⇡±a
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• Possibility of several 
orders of magnitude 
improvement in sensitivity

E. Izaguirre, T. Lin, BS, arXiv:1611.09355 [PRL]

also production in h/Z decays: M. Bauer, M. 
Neubert, A.Thamm, arXiv:1704.08207 [PRL]; …
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AXION PORTAL: GLUON
• More like the QCD axion!

• Need to match onto low-energy effective QCD; still have large 
diphoton decay rate

5
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kaon decays

LEP

GlueX
Fig. 3 [1701.08123]

GlueX (expected with 1/fb)

FIG. 3: The GlueX projection for the ALP-gluon coupling
(c� = 0, cg = 1) compared to the current bounds [29] from
LEP [15, 33] and kaon decays [14, 51, 52]. In addition, a new
limit is set using the published m�� spectrum from ⇡ 1/pb of
GlueX data from Fig. 3 of Ref. [50].
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FIG. 3: ALP decay (left) widths and (right) branching fractions to all final states considered. For ma . 1.84GeV, we take the
total width to be the sum of the exclusive decay widths, whereas for ma & 1.84GeV we take the total width to be �a!gg.

ing our B(a ! ��) result and our a ! �� calculation
to relate the a�� interaction strength to fa.

• We derive new constraints from the decays � !

�a(⇡⇡�, ⌘⇡0⇡0) and ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�a(⇡+⇡�⇡0). We are
not aware of any bump hunts performed using these
decays, and instead assume that the entire known
branching fractions to these final states [32] are due
to ALPs. Clearly dedicated searches would be much
more sensitive.

• We derive new constraints from b ! sa penguin
decays. At one loop, the agg vertex generates an
axial-vector att coupling [20] resulting in enhanced
rates for B ! K(⇤)a decays [38–41]. The loop con-
tains a UV-dependent factor [42] schematically given
by ⇡ [log⇤2

UV/m
2
t ±O(1)], which we take to be unity

(corresponding to an O(TeV) UV scale). This induces
O(1) arbitrariness on the following constraints:

? The published m⌘⇡⇡ spectrum of Ref. [43] is used
to constrain B(B±

! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! ⌘⇡+⇡�) for
ma < 1.5GeV, excluding the ⌘0 peak region.

? The published mK⇤K spectrum of Ref. [43] is used
to constrain B(B±

! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! K±KS⇡⌥) for
0.85 < mK⇡ < 0.95GeV and ma < 1.8GeV.

? The known value of B(B0
! K0��) [44] is used to

constrain B(B0
! K0a) ⇥ B(a ! ��) assuming the

entire decay rate is due to ALPs.

? The known value of B(B±
! K±!(3⇡)) is used to

constrain B(B±
! K±a) ⇥ B(a ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0) for

0.73 < ma < 0.83GeV, which is the 3⇡ mass window
shown in Ref. [45], assuming the entire decay rate is
due to ALPs.

? Since the ALPs considered here are not massive
enough to decay into charm hadrons, the observed
inclusive b ! c branching fraction [32] is used to
place an upper limit on the inclusive b ! sa rate
of B(b ! sa) < [1� B(b ! c)].
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FIG. 4: Constraints on the ALP model studied here.

• Similarly, we recast existing limits on ALPs that dom-
inantly couple to electroweak bosons from Ref. [18] us-
ing the s ! d penguin decays K±

! ⇡±�� [46] and
KL ! ⇡0�� [47]. The same UV-completion assump-
tions are applied here.

Over much of the considered mass range the constraints
on ⇤ are below a TeV. We stress that many of these
constraints would be much stronger if dedicated searches
were performed, e.g., searches for B ! K(⇤)a with a !

��, 3⇡, ⌘⇡⇡, KK⇡, ⇢⇢, etc. would be incredibly powerful
probes of QCD-scale ALPs.
We leave for future work detailed studies of other pro-

duction mechanisms. For example, low-mass ALP Pri-
mako↵ production at fixed-target experiments, which
proceeds using the a�� vertex, can be replaced by co-
herent nuclear production via !! ! a fusion. Higher-
mass ALP production via �� ! a fusion, e.g. in ultra-
peripheral PbPb collisions [19], can be replaced by central
exclusive production at the LHC, etc.
In summary, we presented a novel data-driven method

for determining the hadronic interaction strengths of
ALPs with QCD-scale masses. Our method makes it
possible to calculate the hadronic production and decay
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OTHER PORTALS?
• We can also have models with non-universal couplings
• Dramatically different phenomenology if suppressed coupling to 

electrons and quarks

e�

e+

�

A0
`+

`�
X

b s

W�

t
�

X
• Leptophilic gauge boson (gauged                           or RH muon) 

• Leptophilic scalar
Lµ � L⌧
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Results

Limit on σ(e+e- → μ+μ- Z’, Z’ → μ+μ- ) Limits (90% C.L.) on Z’ coupling

Signal is extracted separately for each data set, then results combined to

yield cross section 

● No signal observed;  cross section limits obtained at 90% C.L. at level of

~0.2 fb below mZ' of 10 GeV

Improvement on existing limits on Z' coupling from neutrino experiments;

exclude most of region favoured by g-2 results

– No model assumptions in analysis; results more generally applicable
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LEPTONIC FORCES
• Cosmology, parameters for dark matter different in these models

BS, I. Yavin, arXiv:1403.2727 [PRD]; Krnjaic et al., arXiv:1902.07715
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FIG. 1. Left: Parameter space for a gauged Lµ � L⌧ SM extension from Sec. II. ↵V = g
2
V /4⇡ where gV is the coupling

strength to the µ� ⌧ current. The light green band is the 2� region accommodating the (g�2)µ anomaly, while the dark green
vertical region is the parameter space for which early universe V ! ⌫⌫̄ decays increase yield �Ne↵ = 0.2 � 0.5, ameliorating
the ⇠ 3.5� tension between cosmological and local measurements of the Hubble rate H0 [23]. We show projections for an
NA62 search for K

+ ! µ
+
⌫µV followed by a prompt invisible V ! ⌫⌫̄ decay (red curve) or a prompt visible V ! µ

+
µ
�

decay (blue curve). Both sensitivities assume the full NA62 luminosity to be recorded by the single muon and di-muon trigger
respectively and systematic errors comparable to the statistical uncertainty (see Sec. IV and Appendix C for more details).
The gray shaded regions are excluded by the BABAR 4µ search [25] and (g� 2)µ. The shaded orange region is the CHARM-II
µ-trident constraint [26, 27]; the dashed curve is the CCFR measurement [28] (see text for a discussion). Right: Same as
left, only the V is now also coupled to a dark matter candidate �, such that BR(V ! ��) ' 1 over the full parameter space.
Note that the H0 band and the BABAR constraints no longer apply because V decays yield neither neutrinos (for H0) nor
muons (for BABAR). The purple bands represent the thermal freeze out parameter space for �� annihilation to SM final states
(neutrinos and muons, where kinematically allowed) through virtual s-channel V exchange. Note that for m� < mµ DM can
only annihilate to neutrinos and hence is not subject to the BBN [29] or CMB [30] energy injection bounds on light DM.

is also absent because this band requires V to decay to
neutrinos after decoupling.
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where � is a real scalar particle. The interaction in
Eq. (4) can arise, for instance, by integrating out a heavy,
vectorlike lepton singlets whose mass mixes with the right
handed muon as discussed in Appendix B. In the absence
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where the m
�4
� scaling accounts for the boost factor. In

this minimal “visibly decaying” scenario, most of our fa-
vored parameter space is below the di-muon threshold,
so the diphoton channel dominates and, for the maxi-
mum � energy ⇠ 75 GeV, nearly all decays occur outside
the NA62 detector to mimick a missing energy signature.
However, a dedicated study is required to identify the
distance beyond which these decays are invisible given
NA62 kinematics and acceptance; we also note that it
may be possible to perform a � ! �� resonance search
if this occurs inside the decay region.

Alternatively, � may decay predominantly to unde-
tected particles (e.g DM) in the “invisibly decaying” sce-
nario. In both cases, the scalar is produced via K ! µ⌫�

processes whose width is computed in Appendix A.
In Fig. 2 we present our NA62 projections for visi-

ble (left) and invisible (right) decays on the ↵� ⌘ y
2
�/4⇡

vs. m� plane assuming 100% branching ratio in both
channels. The main di↵erence relative to the vector case
is that the K ! 3µ⌫ search improves considerably be-
yond the BABAR 4µ bounds; here the e
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SIMPLIFIED HIDDEN SECTORS
• In single-particle model, decays happen through tiny coupling

• Easily overwhelmed by decays into other hidden sector particles 
(if they exist)

• To capture these effects, consider 1-2 extra states

invisible semi-visible cascade
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Figure 1. Exotic Higgs decays to four leptons induced by intermediate dark photons in the higgsed dark U(1)
model. Left: h ! ZDZ

(⇤)
! 4` via the hypercharge portal. Right: h ! ZDZD ! 4` via the Higgs portal.

hypercharge portal, allowing us to peer deeply into the hidden sector.
Existing data from LHC Run I (7 and 8 TeV run) are already able to set new limits on dark

photons. An initial study in [67] used LHC Run I data to set limits on the exotic Higgs decays
h ! ZZD ! 4` and h ! ZDZD ! 4`, shown in Fig. 1. While the former decay probes a
region in the ✏ � mZD plane that was already disfavored from EWPTs, the latter generates the first
constraints on Higgs portal couplings for dark photon masses above a few GeV. Both analyses are
proofs-of-principle that future exotic Higgs decay searches are sensitive to dark photons. Meanwhile,
experimental searches for the NMSSM-motivated signal h ! aa ! 4µ, in the region ma < 2m⌧ ,
provide limits on Higgs portal couplings for dark photons in the same mass range [83–86] . Other
studies [71, 72] pointed out that existing LHC data constrains the production of dark photons in DY
events, disfavoring previously open parameter space.

The upcoming HL-LHC and a future 100 TeV collider will significantly extend the sensitivity
of these direct searches. Furthermore, the LHC and a future ILC/GigaZ collider will improve the
measurement of certain important electroweak precision observables (EWPOs). In this paper, we
compare the reach of all these experimental probes. As part of this comparison, we perform a full fit
to electroweak precision measurements, presenting a new current bound on dark photons, in addition
to forecasting future sensitivity.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec. 2 reviews the theory of a kinetically mixed
U(1)D. Secs. 3, 4, and 5 analyze existing constraints and future prospects for dark photons being
probed via the hypercharge portal only, using EWPOs, the exotic Higgs decay h ! ZZD ! 4`,
and DY events, respectively. If the dark Higgs mixes with the ordinary Higgs, then the decay h !

ZDZD ! 4` opens up, which we discuss in Sec. 6. In Sec. 7 we vary the assumed detector capabilities
at a future 100 TeV proton collider and discuss the impact this has on our limit projections. Sec. 8
contains our conclusions. Supplementary information about calculations in the dark photon model are
provided by three Appendices.

– 3 –

�/h A0

A0
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INVISIBLE MEDIATORS
• Search for missing momentum or energy

Figure 21: Current limits (filled areas) and experimental landscape for projects not PBC
related (solid or dashed lines) for Dark Photon in invisible decays in the plane mixing
strength ‘ versus dark photon mass mAÕ .

Figure 22: Dark Photon decaying to invisible final states. Prospects for PBC projects
on a timescale of 5 years (NA64++(e), green line) and 10-15 years (LDMX, red line and
KLEVER, cyan line) compared to the current bounds (solid areas) and future experimental
landscape (other solid and dashed lines) as explained in Figure 21.

On the contrary, results from accelerator-based experiments, are largely independent
of the assumptions on a specific DM nature as DM in this case is produced in relativistic
regime and the strength of the interactions with light mediators and SM particles is only
fixed by thermal freeze-out.

Future initiatives that could explore a still uncovered parameter space in the plane

– 85 –
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity of existing and planned searches to the
ALP parameter space assuming the ALP decays invisibly. We
apply a BaBar search for B ! K⌫⌫̄ to constrain the decay
B ! Ka (shaded blue); this bound can be further improved
with Belle II (dashed blue). Similarly, data from E787 and
E949 is used to constrain K ! ⇡a in two mass ranges (shaded
red), with expected improvements from NA62 (dot-dashed
red). We show bounds on e+e� ! a� from a BaBar mono��
search (shaded orange) and the estimated reach for the same
search at Belle II (dotted).

final state at the level of 10�5 in branching fraction [70],
and provided limits in bins of M2

inv/M
2
B with a maximum

value of M2
inv/M

2
B  0.8. We applied the results of the

seach for the B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ final state to B+ ! K+a,
taking the 2� upper limit from the appropriate bin for a
given Ma. This result is shown in Fig. 3, along with a
projection for Belle II, where we assume that the statis-
tical uncertainty dominates in the measurement.

We also derive a 90% CL limit on ALP production in
K ! ⇡a, a ! invisible (shown in Fig. 3) using the re-
sults of E787 and E949 [71], which searched for the SM
process K± ! ⇡±⌫̄⌫ in two separate momentum bins
[72, 73]. We include a projection for the results of the up-
coming NA62 experiment, the goal of which is to observe
80 signal events for K± ! ⇡±⌫̄⌫ with very high signal
purity [74]. In our projection, we scale the E787/E949
results by the ratio of the uncertainty on the SM process,
assuming only statistical uncertanties for NA62.

Direct production of invisibly-decaying ALPs
at lepton colliders arises from processes such as
e+e� ! �a, a ! invisible via the ALP couplings to
�� and �Z. An existing monophoton and missing
momentum search at BaBar constrains invisible ALPs
within kinematic reach. We re-interpret the results of a
search for untagged ⌥(3S) ! �A0, A0 ! invisibles from
Ref. [75] (for more details, see Refs. [76, 77]). We find a
limit from BaBar of gaW ⇠ (500 GeV)�1, as shown in

Fig. 3. Moreover, we estimate that Belle II will extend
coverage to gaW ⇠ (2 TeV)�1 for Ma > 1 GeV, where
the search is statistics-limited. For Ma < 1 GeV, there is
a large systematic error and the improvement in sensitiv-
ity for Belle II is less pronounced, although this could be
ameliorated by improvements in background estimation
methods. We find that production of ALPs in meson
decays provide superior sensitivity for Ma < Mb, while
monophoton searches provide complementary sensitivity
above the B mass. Analogously, LEP monophoton and
missing momentum searches provide complementary
coverage at still larger masses [78], although we find
these searches are subdominant to B-factories for ALP
masses below ⇠ 10 GeV.

Conclusions and Discussion: In this Letter, we have
studied the overlooked coupling of axion-like particles to
W± bosons. We find that ALPs in the 10 MeV < Ma ⇠<
10 GeV mass range can be exquisitely probed with cur-
rent and upcoming low-energy, high-intensity accelerator
experiments. In particular, rare FCNC meson decays,
along with dedicated direct searches for ALP production
at B-factories, have the potential to improve sensitivity
to ALP-SM couplings by almost three orders of magni-
tude.

We have restricted our study to the e↵ective interac-
tion shown in Eq. (3), which is independent of the spe-
cific UV completion of the EFT in Eq. (2). However, we
note that additional direct couplings of the ALP to SM
fermions can be generated by renormalization-group evo-
lution from the UV cuto↵, resulting in cuto↵-dependent
contributions to gadidj [44, 45]. The cuto↵ ⇤ satisfies ⇤ ⇠
↵W g�1

aW , and we find that the UV-dependent contribu-
tions to ALP production are always subdominant to the
UV-independent coupling in Eq. (3) for our parameter
space. These UV-dependent couplings could, however,
induce very rare ALP decays such as a ! µ+µ�, which
could be discovered in future B ! K⇤a, a ! µ+µ�

searches and allow for a determination of the UV scale in
combination with measurements in the diphoton channel.

Finally, the portal studied in this Letter is ripe for ex-
ploration at high-energy hadron colliders due to the en-
hanced coupling of the ALP to electroweak gauge bosons
and rates that grow with energy in the EFT. Since high-
energy probes can depend on the UV completion of the
theory, it is beyond the scope of the low-energy probes
proposed here and we leave them for future study [79].
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(SEMI-)VISIBLE DECAYS
• Many current searches may not apply! Need comprehensive search 

strategies akin to LHC

• One approach: more inclusive searches

• Example: BABAR search for long-lived 
particles

6

(8 × 10−3). The p-values are consistent with the naive
expectation p(S)w/R, where p(S) is the p-value without
the “look-elsewhere effect”, w is the width of the mass
region under study, and R is the average value of Ri. We
do not include the other modes in the calculation of the
p-values. Doing so would naively multiply the p-values
by about six. Further study provides strong indication
for material-interaction background in the 0.212GeV/c2

region. Specifically, most of the 34 µ+µ− vertices with
mµ+µ− < 0.215GeV/c2 occur inside or at the edge of
detector-material regions, including 10 of the vertices
that also pass the e+e− selection criteria and 10 that
pass the π+π− criteria. Thus, the peak is consistent
with misidentified photon conversions and hadronic in-
teractions close to the mass threshold. We conclude that
a significant signal is not observed.
Systematic uncertainties on the signal yields are cal-

culated for each scan fit separately. The dominant un-
certainty is due to the background PDF, and is evalu-
ated by repeating the scans with n = 20, which is the
maximal plausible value for n that does not lead to a
large probability for false-signal detection. This uncer-
tainty is a few signal events on average, and generally
decreases with mass. An additional uncertainty is eval-
uated by taking Ri from events with pT < 0.8GeV/c or
pT > 0.8GeV/c. To estimate uncertainties due to the
weak signal PDF dependence on r and m, we repeat the
scans after obtaining Hi

S from signal MC events with ei-
ther r < 4 cm or r > 4 cm, as well as from signal MC
events from adjacent mass regions. The uncertainty due
to the signal mass resolution is evaluated by comparing
the mass pull distributions of K0

S
mesons in data and

MC, whose widths differ by 5%. A conservative uncer-
tainty of 2% on the signal reconstruction efficiencies is
estimated from the K0

S
reconstruction efficiency in data

and MC. Smaller uncertainties on the efficiency, of up
to 1%, arise from particle identification, and signal MC
statistics. The total uncertainties on the efficiency are
reported in the efficiency tables [25].
Observing that the likelihood LS is a nearly normal

function of the signal yield, it is analytically convolved
with a Gaussian representing the systematic uncertain-
ties in nS , obtaining the modified likelihood function L′

S .
The 90% confidence level upper limit US on the signal
yield is calculated from

∫ US

0
L′dnS/

∫∞

0
L′dnS = 0.9. Di-

viding US by the luminosity yields an upper limit on the
product σ(e+e− → LX) B(L → f) ϵ(f). This limit is
shown for each mode as a function of m0 in Fig. 2, and
given in the supplemental material [25].
Determining the efficiency from the B → XsL signal

MC sample, we obtain upper limits on the product of
branching fractions B(B → XsL)B(L → f) for each of
the final states f . These limits are shown in Fig. 3.
In conclusion, we have performed a search for long-

lived particles L produced in e+e− collisions. No signal
is observed, and upper limits on σ(e+e− → LX) B(L →
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FIG. 2: The 90% confidence level upper limits on σ(e+e− →

LX)B(L → f)ϵ(f) as a function of L mass for the Υ (4S) +
off-resonance sample (red lower points) and for the Υ (3S) +
Υ (2S) sample (blue upper points). The limits include the
systematic uncertainties on the signal yield.

f) ϵ(f) and on B(B → XsL)B(L → f) are set at 90%
confidence level for six two-body final states f . We pro-
vide detailed efficiency tables to enable application of our
results to any specific model [25].
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• Model-independent limits set as 
function of detector efficiencies

• Moderate backgrounds because 
only looking for 2 tracks

• Sensitive to particular exclusive 
decays
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(SEMI-)VISIBLE DECAYS
• What could we be missing?
• Want to make sure of comprehensive coverage

example: recent LHC long-lived particles white paper, ed. J. Beacham and BS, arXiv:1903.04497

• Illustrative example: 
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N. Blinov, BS, in progress

see also: Berlin et al., 1801.05805 [PRD]; Ballett et al., 1903.07590; …
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HIDDEN SECTORS WRAP-UP

• Lots of ongoing theory, pheno, and experimental work to look for 
hidden sectors wherever they may be lurking

· · ·
Single 

particle
“Simplified 

model”
Complete 

model

• Impressive progress, but only now moving beyond the simplest 
examples of hidden sectors! What new ideas do you have?


